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Recent publications show a revived interest in the study of finite 
amplitude sound waves [l-3]. This is likely due to the greater availability 
of electronic computers for evaluating iterative procedures, and to a 
general broadening of knowledge about nonlinear equations and their 
solutions. The present paper derives the nonlinear partial differential 
equation of propagation, without recourse to the theory of characteristics, 
for an arbitrary, isentropic state equation. Its solution is given in a new 
form involving only a function prescribed along one boundary. 
I. HYDRODYNAMIC EQUATIONS 
The one-dimensional, lossless hydrodynamic equations are [4]: 
Pt + up, + pu, = 0 
i.e., conservation of momentum, continuity, and state equation, respectively. 
U is the particle velocity, p, the density, P, the pressure, and subscripts denote 
partial differentiation; e.g., 
Now define 
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and invert this equation to give 
P = m 
Equations (1 .l) and (1.2) can be rewritten as 
u, + vu, + h(c)cc, == 0 
h(c)[c, + UC=] + cu., := 0 
(2.4 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
with 
Equations (3.1) and (3.2) are similar in form and, in fact, upon letting 
U = h(c) dc 
I (5) 
both equations become identical: 
[ct + uc.J + cc, = 0 (6) 
so that it is only necessary to solve either one using Eq. (5) to couple U and c. 
Inverting Eq. (5) to give 
c = H(U) (7) 
it is possible to write Eq. (3.1) as 
u, 
ux + u + H(U) = u, +E’(U)U, = 0 
This equation describes the propagation of the finite amplitude sound waves 
in terms of the particle velocity, U. 
II. METHOD OF SOLUTION 
This section will show the construction of a solution of Eq. (8) given 
U,,(t) at the plane x = 0. A solution given U,(x) at time t = 0 is obtained 
by simply interchanging x and t with a suitable redefinition of F( U). Clearly, 
U(X, t) can be expanded into a Taylor series about x = 0: 
U(x, t) = 2 “” D,W(O, t) 
n=O n! (9) 
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where DE = @/a~~. This form is not suitable since the derivatives are with 
respect to X. If these derivatives could be replaced by time derivatives, 
U(X, t) would be completely defined by Us(t) z U(0, t). This can, in fact, 
be done since: 
THEOREM. Given U, + F( U)U, = 0, then 
D;U = (-)“Dz”-‘[ U,F”] 
PROOF BY INDUCTION: Differentiation of Eq. (10.1) gives 
D1-tll-l = ( -)nD;-l[Ut,Fs + n7J,Fs-1<] 
However from Eq. (8) 
ut, = --DtWPl 
while F, = (i3F/aU)U, and Ft = (aFjaU)U, so that 
F, = -+Ft = -FF, 
t 
Substituting Eqs. (10.3) and (10.4) into Eq. (10.2) 
D;+W = (--)n+lD;-l[F”D,(FilJ) + nU,Fnl;l] 
= ( -y+lDtn[Fr+Wt] 
and since for n = 1 Eq. (10.1) is Eq. (8) the theorem is proved. 
Thus, by Eq. (10.1), Eq. (9) can be written as 
u(x, t) = W, t) + 2 $ (-)“Dr”-‘[U,F”(U)]z=, 
?a=1 
(10.1) 
(10.2) 
(10.3) 
(10.4) 
(10.5) 
(11) 
which involves only time derivatives of U(0, t). The functional form of this 
equation, as pointed out by Dr. Bellman, is identical to that occuring in 
the classical Lagrange expansion theorem [5]. The explanation of this simi- 
larity is contained in the Appendix. 
III. EXAMPLE OF PROPAGATION IN A PERFECT GAS 
For an isentropic, perfect gas the state equation (1.3) becomes 
(12.1) 
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whence 
C(P) = 
J- 
PO (y 1)/L Y p_P - (12.2) n 
and Eq. (2.2) becomes 
p = &WY-l) - - if(c) (12.3) 
with K = (p,/yP,) l’(y-l). However K is unimportant since h(c) as given by 
Eq. (4) is independent of any multiplicative constants in g(c); 
(12.4) 
Thus, from Eq. (5) 
U=Lc+A, 
Y-1 
(12.5) 
where A, is an integration constant; and Eq. (7) is 
c = co + y U = H(U) (13) 
upon invoking the condition that c = co for infinitely small waves. With 
this result Eq. (8) becomes 
ut 
u8 + co + &(y + 1)U = 
0 (14) 
so that 
F(U)= 1 
co + HY + l>U (1% 
Substitution of this F(U) into Eq. (11) and prescription of U,(l) E U(0, t) 
completes the solution. 
IV. Low AMPLITUDE APPROXIMATION 
If&r + l)U<co, the solution simplifies upon approximating 
so that Eq. (8) is 
couz + u, - y$ u,u = 0 (17.1) 
0 
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A further simplification occurs upon transforming to a moving coordinate 
system 
cl@, t) = I/(x, t -- (x/co)) 
whence Eq. (17. I) becomes 
(17.2) 
Thus Eq. (11) can be written as 
with B = (r + 1)/2& furthermore this equation can be rewritten in func- 
tional form as 
qx, 1) = ezB;lD l w-9 t 
This equation takes on a more pleasing form when V(‘(x, t) is replaced by 
its Fourier spectrum 
As a particular example, if V(0, t) = V,, sin t then Eq. (21) becomes a 
Fourier series with coefficients 
= 0 n=O (22.1) 
1 1” =--.- 
I inxB 2~ --s cos [nxBV, sin r - nt] dt 
so that 
= In(nxB J,‘o) 
inxB n#O (22.2) 
(22.3) 
which is the known result [3]. 
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V. ANOTHER EXAMPLE 
Another interesting example occurs upon letting F’(0, t) = 1/6e-i2/2, i.e., 
a Gaussian pulse. In this case it is easiest to use Eq. (19), e.g., 
(-xRV,)n = 3 v. (n + l)! (n c l)“l”H,(~t)e-tl’n’l’i” (23) 
TZ=O 
where H,(e) is the Hermite polynomial of order n. By direct expansion of 
Eq. (23) the leading terms are 
V((x, t) = Voe-@/2 11 - xBV,te-t’P + q [3t2 - l]e-@ j (24) 
which clearly shows the beginning of an asymmetric waveform at small x. 
VI. EXTENSION TO THE MULTIDIMENSIONAL CASE 
In the multidimensional case the single equation (8) is replaced by the set 
u, = F,(U)U, 
U,, = F,( U)U, 
(25) 
Us = F,VVJt 
and it is necessary to show that the k-dimensional analog of Eq. (lO.l), 
namely, 
D3c”Da;” ... DEW = D~+“+...+,-l[F~m(U)I~(U) ... Fkp(U)Ut] (26) 
is true. The proof proceeds by induction, and differentiation of Eq. (26) 
leads to 
Dm+lD n . . . 
5t %I 
Dzp U = Dy+n+“.+“-l[FlmF, n . . . ji” ~0;~ 
+ mFy-l<'I$n ... F,pU, U, + KIF,*~$‘-~~ ... Fk”U,tJz 
+ ... +pFlmF2” ...F;-lFk’Ut Ua] (27) 
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Again following the proof given in Eq. (lo), substitution of Eqs. (25) into 
Eqs. (27) eventually leads to 
Finally, by allowing all the exponents in Eq. (26) to be zero except for one 
exponent whose value is one, the set of equations (25) is obtained. This 
completes the proof by induction. 
Thus Eq. (26) can be used to replace spatial derivatives by a time derivative 
in the multidimensional Taylor series expansion analogous to Eq. (11). The 
result is an expansion which involves only time derivatives. 
Dm+nt..+l[<"1~n . ..vu.] 
t 
(29) 
VII. REGION OF CONVERGENCE 
Thus far nothing has been said about the convergence of Eq. (11); how- 
ever, it is known that this equation cannot hold at distances larger than those 
at which shocks appear. To obtain a limit on the region of convergence it 
is possible to use the relationship between the results of this paper and the 
Lagrange expansion theorem to obtain the region of convergence since the 
region of convergence of the Lagrange expansion theorem is well known 
(e.g., [51). 
VIII. SUMMARY 
This paper provides an exact new method for solving one-dimensional, 
lossless, hydrodynamic propagation equations with initial conditions pres- 
cribed along one boundary. The method is novel in avoiding the use of 
characteristics, rather it proceeds through rearrangement of the basic equa- 
tions. An important result (Eq. (21)) is an expression for the “velocity 
spectrum” in terms of a nonlinear Fourier integral which appears suitable 
for rapid evaluation by electronic computers, in addition to its posssibility 
of analytic evaluation. 
It has also been shown that the methods used in solving the one-dimensio- 
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nal problem can be extended to solve certain types of multidimensional 
nonlinear propagation problems. This result is again analogous to the 
multidimensional form of the Laplace Expansion theorem [6]. 
APPENDIX 
To see the connection between the expansion (11) and the Lagrange 
expansion theorem, note that Eq. (8) has a solution 
U(x, t) = U(0, t - a+(U)) (A-1) 
as can be verified by direct substitution. Alternatively, this equation states 
that the time variable in the plane x is related to the time variable in the 
plane x = 0 by 
t(x) = t(0) - xF(U) 64.2) 
This is in a form appropriate for the Lagrange expansion theorem [5]. 
Furthermore the Lagrange expansion theorem now states that [5] 
(A.3) 
which is identical with Eq. (11) derived earlier. 
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